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Description

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of US Provi-
sional Patent Application No. 62/041,780 filed on August
26, 2014.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to satellites, in
general, and, in particular, to service satellites for serv-
icing satellites in orbit.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Commercial telecommunications satellites
generate approximately 75% of the entire geostationary
earth orbit (GEO) space sector revenue. Their operation-
al life spans between 12 and 15 years, and these limits
are largely imposed by the amount of fuel available for
station keeping. All on-board systems might be capable
of functioning properly for a long time, but without pro-
pellant, the satellite cannot maintain its operational orbit-
it drifts from its operational orbit and therefore cannot
support the communication mission requirements. A
non-operational satellite that remains in space is consid-
ered space debris. To mitigate the problem of accumu-
lating space debris, a UN policy requires that "at the end
of operational life, geostationary spacecraft should be
placed in a disposal orbit that has a perigee at least 300
km above the geostationary orbit". The Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) passed a similar regulation
in 2004. To comply with these regulations, when relative-
ly little propellant remains, satellites use their residual
station-keeping propellant to deorbit and often sacrifice
several months of their design lifetime, which corre-
sponds to a significant loss of economic value.
[0004] If on-orbit station keeping and tugging services
were available, GEO satellites could be left in operational
orbits until their propellant supplies were completely ex-
hausted and then transferred to a disposal orbit by a tug.
This alternative would bring additional revenue to the sat-
ellite operators due to the extended use of on-board
transponders. Moreover, GEO satellites could be left in
operational orbits even after their propellant supplies are
completely exhausted, by providing station keeping serv-
ices by the space tug service satellite, as will be explained
later.
[0005] A tugging service, or life extension mission,
might be complicated. Several concepts were discussed
in the past. Some of these suggestions involved using
large satellites and, eventually, more expensive solutions
which were likely to be over the threshold of commercial
viability. Others propose refueling services, which may
be difficult to accomplish when the served satellite wasn’t
pre-designed for such service. Another complexity is that
the current in-space satellites were not designed for serv-

ice, and have different shapes and mechanical / electrical
/ propellant interfaces.
[0006] Accordingly, there is a need for a solution that
will enable a variety of satellites which are approaching
the last period of propellant service to utilize and com-
pletely exhaust their propellant means for the satellite’s
original mission, leaving the mission of tugging the ex-
hausted satellite to disposal orbit to an external service.
Such external service should be able to serve a variety
of different satellites, designed and launched over many
years, and should be commercially viable. Preferably,
such external service should also be able to provide sta-
tion-keeping services and other services such as reloca-
tion of satellite in a new orbital slot, reutilizing of already
inclined satellites and orbit correction of misplaced sat-
ellites, to further maintain the useful life of a satellite lack-
ing propellant but still having functioning mission sys-
tems.
[0007] DE 3244211 A1 discloses an orbital remote-
controlled manipulator system which is equipped with
sensors and command modules, and possesses arms
arranged in the shape of a circle. The arms act as gripping
tools, and perform operations by remote control and allow
direct feedback by being equipped with corresponding
sensor.
[0008] The paper entitled "Dual Arm Coordination in
Space Free-Flying Robot" by Yoshida et al, appearing in
Proceedings of the International Conference on Robotics
and Automation, IEEE Comp. Soc. Press, vol. CONF. 7,
9 April 1991, pages 2516-2520, XP000221048, ISBN:
978-0-8186-2163-5, presents the control problem of mul-
tiple manipulators installed on a free-flying space robot.
In particular, the paper discloses a new method to control
the two arms of a space robot simultaneously. In partic-
ular, one arm traces a given path, while the other arm
works both to keep the satellite attitude and to optimize
a total operation torque of the system.
[0009] The paper entitle "Maneuvering And Manipula-
tion of Flying Space Telerobotics System" by Macheda
et al., appearing in Proceedings of the IEEE/RSJ Inter-
national Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems,
IEEE, vol.1, 7 July 1992, pages 3-10, XP010223013, IS-
BN: 978-0-7803-0738-4, discloses a ground model of an
Astronaut Reference Flying Robot arranged to perform
in-orbit servicing in the manner of an astronaut with a
manned maneuvering unit. The control structure of a mul-
tilayered system is introduced for autonomous operation,
and a control method for a dynamic flying maneuver in
the proximity of the space facility using non-linear com-
pensation is proposed. Moreover, simplified manipula-
tion methods using inertial sensor compensation and ac-
tive limp control are proposed for capturing a payload,
and the effectiveness is shown through numerical simu-
lation and experiments on an air bearing testbed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] There is provided, according to the invention, a
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service satellite according to claim 1.
[0011] Embodiments of the service satellite are de-
fined by the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The subject matter regarded as the invention is
particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the con-
cluding portion of the specification. The invention, how-
ever, both as to organization and method of operation,
together with objects, features, and advantages thereof,
may best be understood by reference to the following
detailed description when read with the accompanying
drawings in which:

Fig. 1A is a functional block diagram illustrating a
service satellite in its stowed position according to
some embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 1B is a schematic illustration of the service sat-
ellite of Fig. 1A in a deployed position according to
some embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 2A is a schematic illustration of the front portion
of a service satellite and a gripping unit according to
embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 2B is a schematic illustration of the service sat-
ellite of Fig. 2A with gripping arms deployed accord-
ing to embodiments of the present invention;
Figs 3A and 3B schematically present deployment
mechanisms according to embodiments of the
present invention;
Figs. 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E and 4F schematically illus-
trate the structure of the grasping ends of the gripping
arms and the way they interface with a rim of an
interface ring of a serviced satellite, according to em-
bodiments of the present invention;
Figs. 5A, 5B and 5C, illustrate a docking process of
a service satellite to a serviced satellite, according
to embodiments of the present invention;
Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C are schematic illustrations of
attitude compensation, according to some embodi-
ments of the present invention;
Figs 7A and 7B schematically present notations as-
sociated with the location and directions of a geosta-
tionary satellite;
Fig. 8 schematically presents two thrusters operative
in a station keeping mission after a service satellite
has docked to a serviced satellite, according to em-
bodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 9 schematically presents the location and direc-
tions of operation of the two thruster of
Fig. 8, according to embodiments of the present in-
vention;
Fig. 10 schematically presents performing of E/W
location corrections of a serviced satellite according
to embodiments of the present invention;
Figs. 11A-11C illustrate schematically one method
of gripping a serviced satellite, according to embod-
iments of the invention;

Figs. 12A-12D illustrate schematically one method
of gripping a serviced satellite, according to embod-
iments of the invention;
Fig. 13 is a schematic illustration of plumes of the
thrusters in a satellite according to embodiments of
the invention; and
Figs. 14A and 14B are schematic illustrations of a
service satellite according to the invention tilting itself
relative to a serviced satellite.

[0013] It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clar-
ity of illustration, elements shown in the figures have not
necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the di-
mensions of some of the elements may be exaggerated
relative to other elements for clarity. Further, where con-
sidered appropriate, reference numerals may be repeat-
ed among the figures to indicate corresponding or anal-
ogous elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVEN-
TION

[0014] In the following detailed description, numerous
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the invention. However, it will be un-
derstood by those skilled in the art that the present in-
vention may be practiced without these specific details.
In other instances, well-known methods, procedures,
and components have not been described in detail so as
not to obscure the present invention.
[0015] Although embodiments of the invention are not
limited in this regard, unless specifically stated otherwise,
as apparent from the following discussions, it is appreci-
ated that discussions utilizing terms such as, for example,
"processing," "computing," "calculating," "determining,"
"establishing", "analyzing", "allocating", "checking", "re-
ceiving", "selecting", "comparing", "reporting", "record-
ing", "detecting", "prompting", "storing" or the like, refer
to operation(s) and/or process(es) of a computer, a com-
puting platform, a computing system, or other electronic
computing device, that manipulates and/or transforms
data represented as physical (e.g., electronic) quantities
within the computer’s registers and/or memories into oth-
er data similarly represented as physical quantities within
the computer’s registers and/or memories or other infor-
mation non-transitory storage medium that may store in-
structions to perform operations and/or processes.
[0016] Although embodiments of the invention are not
limited in this regard, the terms "plurality" and "a plurality"
as used herein may include, for example, "multiple" or
"two or more". The terms "plurality" or "a plurality" may
be used throughout the specification to describe two or
more components, devices, elements, units, parameters,
or the like. Unless explicitly stated, the method embodi-
ments described herein are not constrained to a partic-
ular order or sequence. Additionally, some of the de-
scribed method embodiments or elements thereof can
occur or be performed simultaneously, at the same point
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in time, or concurrently.
[0017] As used herein, the term "storage unit" may re-
fer to any apparatus, device, system and/or array of de-
vices that is configured to store data, for example, video
recordings. The storage unit may include a mass storage
device, for example Secure Digital (SD) cards, an optical
storage device such as a CD, a DVD, or a laser disk; a
magnetic storage device such as a tape, a hard disk,
Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID), Direct-
Attached Storage (DAS). Each of the storage units may
include the ability to write data to the storage and read
the data from the storage unit for further use, e.g., video
files may be read from the storage unit, upon a request,
for example, when an investigation of an incident is re-
quired. The memory may be a non-transitory computer-
readable storage medium that may store thereon instruc-
tions that when executed by a processor cause the proc-
essor to perform operations and/or methods, for exam-
ple, the method disclosed herein.
[0018] The present invention relates to a service sat-
ellite which is designed to dock with any satellite which
includes a standard interface ring (IR) (e.g., Ariane sep-
aration ring) between the launcher and the satellite. The
service satellite includes a universal docking mechanism
that is capable of docking with the standard interface ring
of the satellite without preliminary preparation of the serv-
iced satellite. The service satellite is designed to service
satellites, primarily geostationary satellites and LEO (low
earth orbit) satellites, but is not limited to these types of
satellites. While the service satellite can be of any desired
shape and size, it can be implemented as a small satellite
that conforms to the auxiliary payload limitations and con-
straints, as defined by the launch authority, for example,
ESPA-class. Preferably, each service satellite can serv-
ice multiple satellites to be serviced, one at a time. In
particular, the service satellite can provide selected in-
orbit services, for example, station-keeping to extend the
life of satellites at the end of their propellant, relocation
to new orbital slots, reutilization of inclined satellites, orbit
correction for misplaced satellites, and deorbiting end-
of-life satellites.
[0019] Reference is made to Figs. 1A and 1B, which
schematically illustrate a service satellite 100 in its
stowed position as a functional block diagram and in a
deployed position, respectively, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention. Service satellite 100 has
a structure which permits it, in its stowed position, to have
external dimensions allowing it to be contained in an aux-
iliary payload space 125 of a launching vehicle, demon-
strated by a dashed line rectangle, as defined by the
launcher authority. Preferably, the service satellite has
dimensions that fall within the criteria of an EELV Sec-
ondary Payload Adapter (ESPA) or AQUILA, for cost re-
duction purposes, or any other auxiliary payload stand-
ard. These definitions change from time to time and are
different for each launcher. The dimensions of the service
satellite will be selected according to the requirements
of the selected launcher. Some non-limiting examples of

suitable dimensions for a micro-satellite are 60-100 cm
width, 60-100 cm length, and 80 to 150cm height, with a
launch weight that does not exceed the auxiliary payload
weight limit, which can be, for example, 150-400 kg, de-
pending on the launch vehicle. It will be appreciated that
the service satellite, when designed as a micro satellite
according to the present invention, can be incorporated
in a piggy-back payload, where the main spacecraft in
the launcher holds the secondary one. In this case, the
dimensions can be even larger. It will be apparent that
other physical limitations may also apply, limiting the size
and weight of the satellite accommodated in the auxiliary
payload volume.
[0020] The micro satellite was designed to fit these lim-
itations in the stowed position. Special care was given to
the size of the array of solar panels, the propulsion sys-
tem design and the data transmission antenna. The fold-
ing solar panels provide a very large amount of power
from a very limited initial stowed volume. It will be appre-
ciated that the array is substantially larger than the sat-
ellite body. The propulsion system includes a pair of
thrusters that work together to achieve the system re-
quirements. These thrusters are mounted at a very large
distance from one another, which is much longer than
the actual length of the satellite. This is achieved by using
a deployable boom to deploy one of the thrusters. The
deployment mechanism may include a helical tube that
is capable of performing the rotation needed and trans-
ferring propellant from the propellant tank to the deployed
thruster, as shown in Fig. 1C. A data transmission an-
tenna is also attached to a deployable boom that elon-
gates after the launch to a significant length, allowing the
antenna to transmit beyond the serviced satellite’s "shad-
ow". Similarly, the docking mechanism according to this
embodiment of the present invention includes a plurality
of deployable gripping arms that can be folded for stowing
inside the payload envelope. These structural features
allow minimization of the overall size of the service sat-
ellite.
[0021] Service satellite 100 has a body 110 on which
is mounted a gripping unit 102, typically located at one
end of service satellite 100, which is designated the Nadir
end. Gripping unit 102 includes a set of gripping arms
108 which, in their stowed position, do not protrude out-
side of the auxiliary payload envelope 101. Service sat-
ellite 100 further includes a control unit 104 in body 110.
Control unit 104 is in communication with a ground station
(not shown) which operates the service satellite for re-
ceiving mission instructions, as known in conventional
satellites. Control unit 104 serves to control the deploy-
ment and operation of the various components of the
satellite. While control unit 104 preferably acts as an in-
dependent controller when fulfilling mission require-
ments, it can, itself, be assisted by the ground station for
certain calculations.
[0022] A propulsion unit 105 is also provided in satellite
100, in this case including three thrusters 101, 103 and
107 (seen in Fig. 1b) disposed about the satellite, as de-
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scribed in detail below, to allow the various operational
modes. Satellite 100 further includes a set of deployable
solar panels 106 and a set of receive / transmit antennas
(not shown) on a deployable communication boom 111
mounted on body 110, that can be stowed within the pay-
load envelope. The deployable solar panels 106 and the
deployable antennas, when in their stowed position, do
not protrude from the auxiliary payload volume limita-
tions. PCT Application PCT/IL2013/050681 to the inven-
tor of the present invention, published as WO
2014/024199 and titled "LOW VOLUME MICRO SATEL-
LITE WITH FLEXIBLE WINDED PANELS EXPANDA-
BLE AFTER LAUNCH", describes a plurality of possible
solutions for deployable T/R antennas and solar panels.
Alternatively, any other arrangement of stowable solar
panels and antennas can be employed.
[0023] Control unit 104 includes a controller (an on-
board processor), data storage and input/output (I/O) in-
terface units (not shown). The controller may be config-
ured to carry out the control assignments of service sat-
ellite 100 including receiving transmissions and location
indications, receiving and processing data from the sat-
ellite sensors, data storing in the data storage unit, re-
trieving data from the data storage unit, running programs
stored in the data storage unit that, when executed, en-
able performance of the operations described in this ap-
plication. Among other operations, the controller is con-
figured to navigate service satellite 100 to designated
satellites that require its services, to manage the ap-
proach, rendezvous and eventually the docking of satel-
lite 100 onto a serviced satellite, and to navigate the serv-
iced satellite to a desired location and orbit. Preferably,
the controller also is configured to manage the undocking
of the service satellite from the serviced satellite and turn-
ing the service satellite to its next mission.
[0024] Propulsion unit 105 is configured to drive the
service satellite to a desired location in a desired orien-
tation and, after docking, to drive the assembly of service
satellite 100 with the serviced satellite to a desired loca-
tion and orbit and to perform other operations, such as
station keeping, of both satellites together. Propulsion
unit 105 includes two systems: a main propulsion system,
which is aimed to perform the main movements of the
service satellite and, after docking to the served satellite,
to perform the operations and tandem movements of the
pair of satellites, and a secondary propulsion system
which performs faster thrust operations and attitude con-
trol operations.
[0025] The main propulsion unit may be implemented
by any known means of propulsion, although the tech-
nology known as "Electric Propulsion", as its operation
is enhanced by solar-derived electricity coming from the
large solar panels of the satellite, is particularly suitable.
This technology creates a very high efficiency propulsion
system and allows a small satellite to perform a significant
amount of effective work. Thus, it is suitable to be used
in a small service satellite. According to some embodi-
ments, the main propulsion system includes three electric

propulsion thrusters. One is designated as 101 and is
disposed near the rear or Zenith end of satellite 100.
Thruster 101 provides thrust in the direction of flight of
the service satellite. A second thruster is designated 103
and is located near the forward or the Nadir side of the
satellite. And the third electro propulsion thruster, desig-
nated 107, is located on a boom or arm 113 extending
from the body of the satellite. Thruster 107 serves as a
balance thruster in station keeping and guidance opera-
tions, and is preferably located at the longest possible
distance away from thruster 103. In some embodiments,
the boom is a deployable boom. In other embodiments,
the boom is a telescoping boom. These options are par-
ticularly useful in creating a micro satellite that must fit
into specified payload dimensions. However, if space is
no object, the boom can be a fixed (non-deployable)
boom. In some cases, if thruster 103 is located on a swivel
arm (not shown), it can perform also the tasks of thruster
101 and reduce the number of required thrusters from
three to two. In this case, the thruster is arranged to al-
ternately adopt one of two positions - a first position for
propulsion in a flight direction and a second position for
station keeping.
[0026] The propulsion unit also includes a secondary
propulsion system which performs higher thrust opera-
tions and various attitude control operations. The sec-
ondary propulsion system includes a plurality of thrusters
109, for example, between 4 and 12, disposed across
the body or envelope of the satellite, as required. These
thrusters can be chemical thrusters, using their own pro-
pellant, or resistor jets or cold gas thrusters that are op-
erating on their own propellant. Alternatively, the second-
ary thrusters can use the main propulsion system pro-
pellant. The propulsion unit also includes a main propel-
lant tank for the propellant of the main propulsion system,
for example, Xenon or other electric propulsion propel-
lant, which may also serve the secondary system thrust-
ers. Alternatively, or in addition, the propulsion system
may also include a separate secondary propellant tank
to serve the secondary system thrusters. The operation
of the propulsion unit is controlled through the satellite’s
control unit 104, either independently or under direction
from the main control unit at the ground station.
[0027] Fig. 1B shows the service satellite of Fig. 1A in
a deployed position. The service satellite has a body, a
controller and a docking unit. The docking unit includes
at least two foldable, adjustable gripping arms pivotally
mounted on the satellite body, each gripping arm being
pivotable relative to the satellite body, and a gripping end
at each free end of the gripping arms, wherein the grip-
ping ends are adapted and configured to capture and
grip a target portion of an orbiting satellite. Each gripping
arm is controllable independently by the controller, which
coordinates the motion of the arms.
[0028] As can be seen in the illustrated embodiment,
gripping arms 108 having gripping ends 109 have been
deployed towards the Nadir side of the service satellite
100, as described in detail below. At the same time, solar
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panels 106 are deployed behind gripping arms 108 to
provide power to various components of the service sat-
ellite. Similarly, components of the propulsion unit 105
are deployed to enable service satellite 100 to propel a
serviced satellite in accordance with instructions from the
control unit. In this illustration, thrusters 101, 103 and 107
can be seen, with thruster 107 held in a holder 115 on
the end of deployable boom 113.
[0029] Reference is made now to Fig. 2A, which is a
schematic illustration of the Nadir portion of service sat-
ellite 100. As can be seen, in the illustrated embodiment,
the Nadir portion includes a gripping unit 202, including
two pairs of pivotally coupled gripping arms 204, 204’. In
the illustrated embodiment, each gripping arm 204, 204’
is formed of a 4-bar linkage. One of the four bars, or links,
in each mechanism is called the ’base’, and it is affixed
to the satellite body, as by screws. In the illustrated em-
bodiment, each gripping arm is attached to the satellite
on its own. The coordinated actuation of the 4 arms
makes them one unit, but they are not physically attached
to a common platform that is specific to the docking arms.
It will be appreciated that, alternatively, only one pair of
gripping arms co-radially disposed, can be utilized. Ac-
cording to other embodiments, three gripping arms are
provided spaced around the satellite. It will further be
appreciated that other folding and stowing options are
also possible. For example, a single bar pivotally coupled
to the body, or a 6 bar linkage, or another arrangement
of independently adjustable arms can be provided. Alter-
natively, the arms can be non-adjustable. In this case,
structural changes are required to provide the relative
motion (tilt and/or yaw) between the service satellite and
the serviced satellite, for example, mounting the thrusters
on a pivoting platform.
[0030] One or more sensors 210 are provided on body
110 of service satellite 100 and configured to assist in
managing approach and docking of service satellite 100
onto a serviced satellite, as described in detail below.
Sensors 210 can be conventional rendezvous and dock-
ing sensors. In the illustrated embodiment, sensors 210
are disposed on the Nadir surface although, alternatively,
they can be disposed elsewhere on the satellite, such as
on the side panels. Each of gripping arms 204, 204’ may
be constructed, generally, as a 4-bar linkage, with a grip-
ping or grasping end 204H at its free end. The 4-bar link-
age includes an operational rod 204A, which is pivotally
connected in two locations along its length to first ends
of two cranks 204C and 204D of the 4-bar linkage of
gripping arm 204. The fourth element of the 4-bar linkage
is a stationary rod 204B, which may be pivotally connect-
ed in two locations along its length to the second ends
of cranks 204C, 204D, thus forming the 4-bar linkage of
gripping arm 204. Alternatively, the second ends of
cranks 204C, 204D, may be pivotally connected directly
to the service satellite body, eliminating the need for the
base link 204B. Cranks 204C and 204D may be connect-
ed, at one of their ends, via pivots 204F to stationary rod
204B and, via pivots 204G, to rod 204A, thus enabling

operational rod 204A to remain substantially parallel to
stationary rod 204B throughout its deployment move-
ment. On the other hand, according to other designs, the
rod angle is significantly different during deployment. It
will be appreciated that stationary rod 204B may be at-
tached to the side of the body of satellite 100 or may be
realized as part of the side of the body of satellite 100.
[0031] The 4-bar linkage structure of gripping arm 204
allows operational rod 204A to move about pivots 204G
and allows cranks 204C and 204D to move about pivots
204F. The movement of operational rod 204A may be,
at one extreme end of its movement range, to a stowed
position where operational rod 204A is fastened to the
side of the body of gripping element 202 or even stowed
in a dedicated recess made on the side of the body of
gripping unit 202. Operational rod 204A may move, in
the other direction of movement, to a deployed position
and then to one of several gripping positions. This move-
ment is exemplified by arrow 205. The amount of move-
ment of gripping arm 204 from one position to another
position and the amount of exerted gripping force applied
by arm 204 in its gripping position can be precisely con-
trolled, as is explained in detail below. The movement of
each of gripping arms 204, and the location at which it is
stopped, can be controlled separately and independently
of each other, although the arms preferably are coordi-
nated with each other. That is, they do not necessarily
move together. It is possible that one arm would move
alone, but the control unit should coordinate the move-
ment of each arm with the posture or movement of the
others. The independent and mutually separate move-
ment of each of gripping arms 204 provides high flexibility
in performing the tasks of service satellite 100, where it
is often desired that tandem operation be asymmetrical.
[0032] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
proper functionality of gripping arm 204, according to em-
bodiments of the present invention, may be achieved with
a structure of the arm which is not necessarily an exact
parallelogram. For example, one of cranks 204C, 204D
may be slightly shorter than the other, causing the move-
ment of operational rod 204A to not be exactly parallel
to stationary rod 204B. In short, any structure that ena-
bles controlling the movement and operation of opera-
tional rod 204A in general, or enabling the movement
and operation of gripping end 204H, in particular, in all
of the operational positions and for all of the tasks de-
scribed herein below can be utilized. For example, the
structure of arms 204 should enable gripping ends 204H
to be positioned, when approaching grasping position,
at geometric locations that are proximal to a defined pe-
rimeter of the object to be gripped and to predefined lo-
cations on that perimeter line. For example, if the object
to be gripped is a communication satellite or "ComSat"
and the intention is to grip it by gripping its interface ring
(IR), the predefined perimeter is a planar circle and the
locations around that circle may be four points (in case
of service satellite quipped with four arms) spaced apart
around the circle.
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[0033] Further, the exact structure of gripping end
204H of arms 204 may be selected so as to enable en-
gagement of predefined structures of the objects to be
gripped, while leaving enough slack or mechanical free-
dom for each of the gripping ends 204H to engage the
gripped object at variable relative angles. This leaves
sufficient flexibility for service satellite 100 to engage the
object in a controllable relative angle between the longi-
tudinal axis of the service satellite and a reference axis
of the gripped object, as is exemplified according some
embodiments described herein below.
[0034] The rendezvous and docking tasks of service
satellite 100 may be performed in one of two main modes
- semi-automatic and fully autonomous. In order to ena-
ble accurate and safe rendezvous and docking, one or
more sensors 210 may be installed, for example, at the
Nadir side of service satellite 100 (the side of satellite
100 facing gripping ends 204H when arms 204 are de-
ployed) so that the region in which the serviced satellite
is expected to be sensed is within the reach of these
sensors. Sensors 210 may be, for example, one or more
of the following sensors: a video camera, to form a 2D
image from which the relative position and speed can be
derived using image processing algorithms, or a number
of video cameras, to form a 3D image and derive distance
measurements out of the 3D image, a range detector, a
short range RADAR LIDAR - (Light Detection and Rang-
ing) device, an illuminator device, an infrared sensing
device. Readings of sensors 210 may be received by the
controller of the service satellite and be processed ac-
cording to the specific mission. Alternatively, the readings
of sensors 210 can be downloaded to the ground station,
processed there and the ground station will return a com-
mand based on the processed data. Based on the
processing of these readings and based on the program
of the specific mission, the controller issues directing
commands to the various systems including the propul-
sion units of the service satellite, such as unit 105 in Fig.
1, to direct service satellite 100 to the correct location
and orientation relative to the serviced satellite.
[0035] Referring now to Fig. 2A, when gripping arms
204 are in their operational position (deployed position
or grip position), their gripping ends 204H may reach a
distance DSERVICE in front of the front end of gripping unit
202. DSERVICE is dictated by the length of DARM1, ex-
tending between the pivot connection of crank 204D and
operational rod 204A, and the length DARM2 of crank
204D, and by angle αDEPLOY (Fig. 3B) between opera-
tional rod 204A and crank 204C. The distance DGRIP be-
tween two opposing gripping ends 204H of gripping arms
204 is generally dictated by the length DARM2 of crank
204D and the dimension DBODY, which is the width of the
body of gripping unit 202 between rods 204B of two op-
posing arms 204. Generally, distance DGRIP may range
between (DBODY + 2X DARM2) and DBODY, so that satellite
100 is essentially a universal service satellite. This wide
range of operational aperture of DGRIP allows high flexi-
bility in enabling a single service satellite 100 to provide

service to a variety of serviced satellites, as is explained
in detail herein below and as exemplified in detail in Fig.
2B, to which reference is now made. Fig. 2B schemati-
cally presents examples of different diameters D1, D2 of
interface rings frequently used on ComSats and the rel-
ative operational aperture DGRIP of gripping arms 204,
204’ according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0036] Fig. 2B shows a schematic front view of gripping
unit 202 of a service satellite, such as satellite 100, taken
along its longitudinal axis, with gripping arms 204 and
204’ extended in a certain operational position prior to
gripping a serviced satellite, or after releasing one. Solar
panels 270 can be seen deployed behind gripping arms
204. Center point 203 of circles D1 and D2 substantially
overlaps the projection of the longitudinal axis 203
(shown in Fig. 2A) of unit 202 in the drawing. Each one
of circles D1 and D2 represents the external perimeter
of an interface ring of a certain group of satellites. Circle
D1 refers to interface rings of relatively large diameter,
e.g., nominal diameter 1666mm; while circle D2 refers
to interface rings of relatively small diameter, e.g., nom-
inal diameter 937mm. As seen in Fig. 2B, the operational
opening aperture DGRIP of any two opposing pair of grip-
ping arms 204, 204’ exceeds the largest diameter D1 of
the different interface rings, thus ensuring the capability
to interface with any interface rings having diameter
smaller than DGRIP. The range of diameters that can be
accommodated by a particular service satellite depends
on the design of the gripping arms and their ability to
engage the interface ring at an angle. It will be apparent
that the above given diameters are examples only, and
a large range of other diameters or interface arrange-
ments having shapes other than circles may be used.
[0037] Reference is made to Figs. 3A and 3B, which
schematically present a deployment mechanism 320, ac-
cording to embodiments of the invention, which is con-
figured to control the deployment angle αDEPLOY, thereby
controlling the operation of a gripping arm, such as grip-
ping arm 204. Deployment mechanism 320, in the illus-
trated embodiment, includes a motor 322 which is con-
figured to rotate a helical cogged wheel 324. Helical
wheel 324 is adapted to drive a cogged wheel 326 about
a pivot 327. This arrangement can serve as one of pivots
204F in each arm 204, thereby controllably changing de-
ployment angle αDEPLOY. Motor 322 preferably is an elec-
trical motor and its operation preferably is controlled by
the controller of the service satellite. Alternatively, the
ground station can control the motor, via an appropriate
driver to translate commands for appropriate power
switching. The actual momentary value of αDEPLOY may
be measured or deduced using a location or angle indi-
cator known in the art, such as an absolute encoder, a
relative encoder, electro optical measurements, and the
like. Furthermore, a method of image processing and a
suitable algorithm analyzing the location of the docking
arms in the field of view of an optical camera can be used
to determine the value of αDEPLOY. Deployment mecha-
nism 320 may communicate with the controller via a con-
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trol line 328. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art
that the deployment mechanism may be realized using
other arrangements, all of which are in the spirit of em-
bodiments of the present invention, as long as they are
adapted to provide the required accuracy of control of
αDEPLOY and are configured to be powered using a power
source that is available as long as the mission of the
service satellite lasts.
[0038] In order to enable high compatibility of a service
satellite according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion to a variety of different serviced satellites, space
crafts and other space objects, such as space debris, the
gripping mechanism of the present invention is designed
and adapted to attach to an object through its interface
ring, which is a part of most conventional satellites. The
interface ring is the connection element connecting a sat-
ellite to its launching missile, and it has one of a certain
set of dimensions adopted by most of the satellites and
launching industry as an industry standard. For example,
the nominal diameter DIFRING of an interface ring may
range from 937mm to 2624mm with ring width RW rang-
ing from 4 mm to 12 mm for most existing commercial
satellites.
[0039] The controller of the service satellite is config-
ured to actuate the gripping arms to move to a gripping
position at a selected distance from one another so as
to grip the target portion of the serviced satellite. Refer-
ence is made now to Fig. 4A, which schematically rep-
resents the structure of gripping ends 404A of gripping
arms 404 and the way they may interface with an inter-
face ring of a serviced satellite 410, according to embod-
iments of the present invention. In these embodiments,
each gripping end 404A includes a recess 404B config-
ured to engage an interface ring 412 of a serviced satel-
lite. The distance DGRIP between two opposite gripping
arms 404 of a gripping unit may be set to be at least
slightly longer than DIF_RING to allow the service satellite
to access the interface ring of a serviced satellite. In this
way, each recess 404B of gripping ends 404A of gripping
arms 404 is moved opposite a portion of the interface
ring in a way that will allow that portion of the interface
ring to smoothly be inserted into the respective recess
404B when the distance DGRIP is slowly closed to effect
grasp of the interface ring by gripping arms 404. The
reduction of the magnitude of DGRIP in order to effect
grasping of the interface ring may be done by way of
change of angle αDEPLOY, as was described in detail with
reference to Figs. 3A and 3B, or in any other controllable
fashion.
[0040] Reference is made also to Figs. 4B, 4C and 4D
which schematically present three different values of a
relative angle of grasping of an interface ring, according
to embodiments of the present invention. As may be seen
in Figs. 4A, 4B and 4C, grasping end 404A may approach
the interface ring at different relative angles αRING_1,
measured between the plane of the interface ring and
gripping arm 404 in a plane between arm 404 and a radial
of the interface ring extending from the gripping point to

the center of the interface ring. As can be seen, a range
of different relative angles αRING_1 can be used while
maintaining grasping capabilities. Since gripping end
404A has a recess 404B with width DGRSP-W larger
than the width of the interface ring 412 of the serviced
satellite, some flexibility is provided in the access angle
of each gripping end 404A. It will be appreciated that
when the docking process reaches its final stage and the
service satellite is docked to the serviced satellite, in
some embodiments, the grasping angle may be substan-
tially as illustrated in Fig. 4D. To better position gripping
ends 404A before tightening the gripping arms, reaction
wheels (not shown) can be activated to shake or vibrate
the service satellite during final closure of the arms. It will
be appreciated that the gripping force of the arms in the
docked position should be strong enough to prevent de-
tachment of the interface ring due to arm flexibility during
tandem maneuvers.
[0041] Reference is made now to Fig. 4E which is a
partial isometric view of a gripping end 404A attached to
an interface ring 412 according to embodiments of the
present invention. As may be seen, the opening of recess
404B of gripping end 404A of a gripping arm 404 is wider
than the width of the interface ring, thus allowing certain
degrees of freedom of the relative angles between arm
404 and the interface ring 412, thus allowing secured
grasping of the interface ring by a set of gripping arms
404 at a variety of relative angles.
[0042] Reference is made now to Figs. 4FI, 4FII, 4FIII
and 4FIV, schematically representing the structure of a
gripping end 414A of a gripping arm 414 according to
alternative embodiments of the present invention at dif-
ferent gripping angles.. According to some embodiments
of the present invention, gripping arm 414 includes grip-
ping end 414A having a gripping recess 414B. Gripping
end 414A is attached to gripping arm 414 via a spherical
joint 414C, allowing three degrees of freedom in relative
angles βRING_1 and βRING_2 measured between gripping
arm 414 and gripping end 414A in three perpendicular
planes. According to this embodiment, gripping ends
414A may maintain the direction of grasping dictated by
the interface ring while gripping arms 414 retain three
degrees of freedom of the respective relative angles be-
tween gripping arm 414 and gripping end 414A.
[0043] It will be appreciated that, alternatively, any oth-
er suitable arrangement coupling the gripping arm to the
gripping end, and any other appropriate shape of recess
in the gripping end can be utilized. For example, if a large
inaccuracy in relative position between the service sat-
ellite and the serviced satellite is expected, the gripping
end can be designed to tolerate this large inaccuracy.
One exemplary option is by incorporating a guiding hook
spring in the gripping end, that will capture the interface
ring within a wide enough flexible recess and, during the
gripping movement of the arm, will guide the converging
rigid recess of the gripping end onto the interface ring.
One implementation is illustrated schematically in Figs.
11A-11C. In Fig. 11A, the gripping end 1122 of a gripping
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arm 1120 can be seen, with a spiral guiding hook spring
1124 disposed in a recess 1126 therein. As the gripping
end 1122 approaches the interface ring 1150 of the serv-
iced satellite, the edge of the ring is engaged by the hook
end 1130 of spring 1124. Gripping end 1122 continues
to approach, and pushes the spring 1124 against the
interface ring 1150, pushing the spring into the recess
1126 in the gripping end, as seen in Fig. 11B. As gripping
end 1122 continues to approach, edge 1150 of the inter-
face ring slides along spring 1124 and until the recess
1126 holds it in a desired position, where it is held in
place both by hook end 1130 of spring 1124 and by recess
1126 of gripping end 1122.
[0044] Another implementation is illustrated schemat-
ically in Figs. 12-12F. In Figs. 12A and 12B, the gripping
end 1212 of a gripping arm 1210 can be seen preparatory
to capturing the target portion 1200 (here, the interface
ring) of a serviced satellite. Gripping end 1212 includes
a protruding profile 1220 defining an aperture 1222 to a
recess 1224 in the gripping end. Profile 1220 includes
protruding top and bottom capture elements 1230 which
extend towards the target portion and provide a wide ap-
erture to capture the target portion at a variety of ap-
proach angles. Profile 1220 tapers to define narrow side
portions 1232 of aperture 1222 which serve to grip the
target portion 1200 when the gripping portion is closed
about the target portion. Thus, this embodiment provides
convergence of the profile from a large gap between one
point in the middle to a small gap at two distant points on
the sides of the gripping end. This structure provides sta-
bility during angular movements of the serviced satellite.
[0045] Alternatively, the gripping end can have multiple
recesses, or even a knurled interfacing surface, to allow
engagement at an arbitrary point over the gripping sur-
face of the gripping end. The ability to align the serviced
satellite to the appropriate thrusting axes, as described
below, together with the three limited angular degrees of
freedom between the gripping ends and the gripping
arms eliminates the need to converge with the interface
ring, or any other interface element on the target, into an
exact predetermined point on the gripping end.
[0046] It is a particular feature of the invention that the
docking is non-intrusive, i.e., the service satellite does
not protrude into any void or part of the serviced satellite
which is not fully exposed to the outside and, therefore,
cannot be inspected prior to docking, for example, the
inner compartment of the apogee thruster nozzle. Also,
gripping is implemented by at least two arms, so release
and abort after docking for safety or emergency reasons
is very reliable. It is sufficient to open half of number of
arms in order to enable emergency abort.
[0047] A method of docking according to embodiments
of the invention is as follows. The service satellite is
launched to its destined service orbit, directly or through
a transfer orbit. Before the actual service mission, in-orbit
tests will be performed to validate functionality. The sat-
ellite will arrive at its dedicated slot, preferably a vacant
slot in proximity to a satellite cluster of potential serviced

satellites.
[0048] The service mission will start by a drift phase,
which is meant to reach a serviced satellite, also referred
to as a customer, in the geostationary belt. According to
the customer’s location, the satellite will be uploaded with
a customer’s waypoint and start to drift east/west accord-
ing to the shortest calculated route. When approaching
the expected customer location, the service satellite will
search for the intended serviced satellite by using on-
board optical sensors, e.g., the LIDAR sensor. As it ap-
proaches the rendezvous position, the service satellite
will detect and measure the relative position of the serv-
iced satellite using on-board sensors, e.g. a camera. The
measurements will be fed to the control unit that will, in
turn, activate the propulsion system in order to reach the
rendezvous position - a predetermined relative position
between the two spacecraft, suitable for docking. It will
be appreciated that data of the required station keeping
adjustments of the serviced satellite are also fed to the
control unit. In this way, the rendezvous position can al-
ready include a gross desired yaw angle between the
service satellite and the serviced satellite.
[0049] The docking phase begins when the satellite is
at the appropriate rendezvous distance from the serviced
satellite, at a zero full stop relative velocity. The rendez-
vous distance is a function of the target element size to
be gripped, since the geometry of the docking system
implies that the gripping ends move forward as the grip-
ping diameter DGRIP gets smaller. Upon command, the
service satellite will dock using all its docking arms in
simultaneously. The docking arms will start closing on
the target using their electric thrusters, first until the target
element, e.g. interface ring, is captured among the grip-
ping ends, and then, by further motor actuation, until the
arms are fully tightened to the target element.
[0050] The quality of the grip may be indicated by sen-
sors, e.g. the camera or other dedicated sensors known
in the field, such as opto switches, strain gauges or the
like, that will be mounted on the arms. In addition, the
docking quality can be tested directly, through dynamic
response of both the service- and serviced satellites to
slight thrusts in various directions while docked to each
other.
[0051] Preferably, docking will be performed at an an-
gular offset of the body of the service satellite relative to
the body of the serviced satellite of up to four (4) degrees
eastwards or westwards, depending on the actual natural
drift direction of the serviced satellite, to allow combined
N/S and E/W corrections during the station keeping
phase. While docked, whenever the service satellite’s
solar panels cast a shadow on the solar panels of the
serviced satellite, they will be inverted to a perpendicular
position to minimize the shadowing effect. As can be seen
in Fig. 13, the solar panels 1312 of service satellite 1310
are preferably mounted at a tilt relative to the longitudinal
axis of the service satellite body 1314, rather than being
perpendicular thereto. This serves to prevent damage to
the solar panels by the plumes 1316 of the various thrust-
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ers 1318.
[0052] Once docking is complete, the service satellite
and tandem serviced satellite enter the station keeping
phase. At this stage, the two satellites are joined together
and must be operated as one, maintaining the customer
in the allocated orbital slot within the required attitude
limits. During this phase, the service satellite, which is
like an external "jet pack", will be in charge of daily com-
bined N/S and E/W SK maneuvers.
[0053] To compensate for the misalignment of the joint
center of gravity (jCoG) along the X and the Y-axis, which
is calculated in real time during the first couple of minutes
of thrusting, the service satellite will tilt itself left or right,
up or down (i.e., perpendicular to the station keeping
thruster activation plane (Na-Ze/N-S plane in Fig. 8), us-
ing the docking arms. See, for example, Figs. 14A and
143B.
[0054] Reference is now made to Figs. 5A, 5B and 5C
which illustrate a docking process of a service satellite
500 to a serviced satellite 520. In Fig. 5A, an approach
stage is illustrated. As seen in Fig. 5A, the gripping unit
502 of service satellite 500 is in a deployed position, with
gripping arms 514 extended towards the interface ring
522 as the service satellite 500 approaches the interface
ring 522 of serviced satellite 520. In this illustration, only
one pair of gripping arms is shown. It will be appreciated
that the distance between gripping ends 516 of gripping
arms 514 is larger than the diameter of interface ring 522.
In Fig. 5B, the service satellite 500 has reached the ren-
dezvous stage, where the gripping ends 516 of gripping
arms 514 are located opposite the edges of the interface
ring 522. Service satellite 500 can now start the final
docking stage, illustrated in Fig. 5C. As seen in Fig. 5C,
the docking stage ends when the interface ring 522 is
firmly gripped between the gripping ends 516 of the serv-
ice satellite. It will be appreciated that the same kinemat-
ics of the gripping arm that serves for deployment, serves
also for gripping during the docking stage. The gripping
ends 516 of all the gripping arms 514 simultaneously
approach and grasp the rim of the interface ring 522, at
whichever relative angle they are able. In this position,
the service satellite 500 is docked to the serviced satellite
520 and can manipulate its attitude and position per in-
structions of the control unit.
[0055] Reference is now made to Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C
which are schematic illustrations of attitude compensa-
tion, according to some embodiments of the present in-
vention. As explained above, one of the purposes of
docking is to relocate the serviced satellite using the
thrusters of the service satellite. In order to avoid parasitic
attitude perturbations of the tandem serviced satellite 620
and service satellite 600, a thrusting vector, illustrated in
Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C by an arrow 610, should be aligned
through the joint center of gravity (jCoG) 612. The joint
CoG 612 may not be in a constant location, and may vary
with time. As changes in attitude are readily measured
by the control unit of the service satellite or the serviced
satellite through, for example, star trackers, a control loop

can correct the misalignments that cause these attitude
changes by adjusting, independently, the posture or
reach of each arm, thereby tilting the service satellite
relative to the serviced satellite, while maintaining proper
docking, to achieve CoG alignment. In other words, align-
ment of the thrusters so that a thrusting vector passes
through the jCoG is accomplished by setting a reach of
each of the gripping arms to a desired length such that
a small relative angle exists between the Ze-Na axis of
the serviced satellite and the Ze-Na axis of the service
satellite. Residual perturbations can be absorbed by re-
action or momentum wheels, which are known in the art.
[0056] Reference is made now to Figs. 7A and 7B
which schematically illustrate notations associated with
the location and directions of a geostationary satellite,
such as communication satellites. Satellite 700 is a ge-
ostationary satellite orbiting in an orbit trajectory 7000
substantially above location L on the face of the Earth.
The plane of orbit 7000 is parallel to the plane of the
Earth’s equator. Satellite 700 is aimed so that its direction
of transmission 710 is aimed substantially towards loca-
tion L. Direction 710 coincides with the designated lon-
gitude, or orbital slot, of satellite 700, also known as the
Nadir (Na) direction, and with the longitudinal axis of sat-
ellite 700, also known as the Zenith-Nadir (Ze-Na) direc-
tion. In an external reference frame, an axis passing
through satellite 700 and parallel to the North-South of
Earth is marked as the satellite’s N-S axis while the axis
passing through satellite 700 and perpendicular to arrow
710 and to the satellite’s N-S axis is marked as the sat-
ellite’s E-W axis, where the East direction points to the
east of Earth and the west direction points to the west of
Earth. Accordingly, the satellite’s E-W axis lies substan-
tially in the plane of orbit 7000.
[0057] Geostationary satellites are required to
maintain their allocated slot in the geostationary belt
(orbit 7000) with a permissible window of deviation
SATWINDOW from the exact location on orbit 7000, as
illustrated schematically in Fig. 7B. The permissible
window is defined by two N-S boundary lines 7000A,
7000B which are parallel to and defined on each side of
orbit 7000 and two E-W boundary lines 7000C, 7000D
defined on the west and east ends of SATWINDOW.
[0058] The mission of keeping a geostationary satellite
within the boundaries of its SATWINDOW, called Station
Keeping (or SK), is carried out by the satellite itself, using
its on-board facilities and energy resources. Geostation-
ary orbit (GEO) satellites must thrust frequently in various
directions throughout their life span in order to stay within
their slot/window against the pull of various gravitational
and solar pressure forces that alter their nominal position,
or station, on the ideal circular orbit. The main Station
Keeping (SK) correction required is against north-south
(N-S) inclination changes pulling the satellite outside of
the equatorial plane. This N-S correction demands ve-
locity corrections that add up to a total of about 50 me-
ters/second (m/s) annually (equivalent to an impact of 50
Newton-seconds during the year per each Kg of satellite
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body mass).
[0059] Another important correction, although about
an order of magnitude smaller, is the east or west (E/W)
correction. Depending on the satellite’s nominal longi-
tude value, the orbital velocity corrections needed for
E/W correction are up to 3 m/s annually. Geostationary
commercial satellites usually apply SK thrusts using their
on-board propulsion system. When they are about to run
out of their propellant, the operators must end the
ComSat service life and use the remaining on-board pro-
pellant to re-orbit the satellite to a ’graveyard’ orbit using
the specially allocated residual propellant. This is neces-
sary, even though the whole service functionality is intact,
otherwise the ComSat will drift from its station, lose its
line of communication with its ground station, and even-
tually interfere or even collide with other spacecraft. Re-
orbiting an otherwise fully functional ComSat is an ex-
pensive solution to the station keeping need.
[0060] According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, station keeping of large satellites having little or no
propellant is performed using small and micro- tug or
service satellites, with a configuration that includes only
two or three electrical thrusters for station keeping. The
special features that enable N-S and E/W station keeping
maneuvers will now be described in detail.
[0061] The conventional way to perform station keep-
ing by the service satellite is to dock to the target satellite
by a firm and freedom-less docking system. The tandem
assembly can then be maneuvered using the array of
multiple thrusters located on various locations on the
service satellite. Each combination will yield a thrust in a
different primary direction, and fine-tuning of the thrust
level in each thruster of that combination will enable fine-
tuning of the thrust direction. This is the propulsion array
often incorporated in satellites to achieve the control flex-
ibility needed for complete six degree-of-freedom
maneuvering.
[0062] According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, it is particularly efficient to carry out the station keep-
ing operation aided by the docking and tugging arrange-
ments described above with regard to Fig. 2A to Fig. 6C,
inclusive. There are several known methods of applying
external thrust to keep a ComSat in its designated slot,
most of which involve four to six thrusters. The method
described hereafter requires only two thrusters. The fol-
lowing features of the docking and tugging arrangements
presented above that may be used for station keeping
are:

• Circular symmetry of the docking system of the serv-
ice satellite relative to the Zenith-Nadir (Ze-Na) axis
of the serviced satellite. This is achieved simply by
docking to the interface ring (IR) of the serviced sat-
ellite, which is naturally circular. This can be accom-
plished by deployment of the co-radial gripping
arms.(Symmetrical deployment is not required). In
addition, the service satellite can maintain stability
in any rotation angle required (yaw angle). According

to preferred embodiments of the invention, each of
the gripping arms moves independently of the oth-
ers. Thus, symmetrical deployment of the gripping
arms is not required, even during docking. Rather,
co-radial or equidistant gripping arms permit docking
and re-docking at any relative angular position
around the main longitudinal Ze-Na axis between
the service- and serviced satellites. This can be ac-
complished, for example, by releasing slightly the
grip of gripping arms on the ring, rotating the service
satellite relative to the serviced satellite by means of
momentum wheels in its attitude control mechanism,
and tightening the grip of the gripping arms in the
new location at the selected yaw angle relative to
the serviced satellite.

• Certain angular degrees of freedom exist between
the Ze-Na axis of the serviced satellite and the Ze-
Na axis of the service satellite. In the exemplary
docking system described above, this may be
achieved by setting the length of each of the gripping
arms to a desired length so that the interface ring is
attached securely such that a small relative angle
exists between its axis (which coincides with the Ze-
Na axis of the serviced satellite) and the Ze-Na axis
of the service satellite. This may also be achieved in
several other ways, such as providing angular de-
grees of freedom by mounting the thrusters on a sep-
arate tilting mechanism.

[0063] Reference is made now to Fig. 8, which sche-
matically illustrates thrusters 8010 and 8022 operative in
station keeping mode after service satellite 8000 has
docked to a serviced satellite 8040, according to embod-
iments of the present invention. Service satellite 8000 is
shown docked to the interface ring 8042 on the zenith
face of serviced satellite 8040, so as not to occlude the
line of sight of the serviced satellite’s antennas with the
ground station on earth. In this embodiment, service sat-
ellite 8000 is equipped with two station keeping thrusters
8010 and 8022. Thruster 8010 and balance thruster 8022
may be electrical thrusters powered by, for example,
electrical energy collected by solar panels 8004 of serv-
ice satellite 8000. Plane Na-Ze/N-S is indicated in Fig. 8
by a grey plane surrounded by a thin dashed line. Plane
Na-Ze/N-S crosses through substantially the middle of
serviced satellite 8040 and substantially through the mid-
dle of service satellite 8000, so that plane Na-Ze/N-S
crosses close to the joint center of gravity (jCoG) of the
combination of service satellite 8000 and the serviced
satellite 8040, as explained in detail herein below.
[0064] Thruster 8010 is located on one of the external
faces of the body of service satellite 8000 close to the
nadir side of service satellite 8000, so that after docking
to a serviced satellite 8040, it is located close to the serv-
iced satellite. Preferably, thruster 8010 is disposed such
that its thrust direction 8010A lies within the Na-Ze/N-S
plane. Balance thruster 8022 is mounted at the end of a
balance thruster boom 8020. Preferably, balance thrust-
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er boom 8020 is a deployable boom. The deployment
mechanism may include a helical tube that is capable of
performing the rotation needed and also can transfer pro-
pellant from the propellant tank to the deployed thruster.
(See, for example, Fig. 1C.) Balance thruster arm 8020
is installed on the side of service satellite 8000 via a piv-
otal connection 8023, so that thruster arm 8020 can be
stored in a stowed position adjacent the body of the serv-
ice satellite until station keeping thrust is required. (In the
stowed position, the value of αARM, the angle between
the body of the satellite and the horizontal axis of balance
thruster arm 8020 is zero or close to zero).
[0065] When a station keeping operation is to be car-
ried out, balance thruster arm 8020 is deployed and piv-
ots to an open and extended position. In this way, the
balance thruster arm is pivoted until angle αARM reaches
its station keeping value. When balance thruster arm
8020 is in its station keeping (i.e. in its extended) position,
balance thruster 8022 may be located so that its thrust
8022A lies within the Na-Ze/N-S plane. This arrangement
is particularly appropriate for a small/micro satellite which
must converge in the stowed mode to the auxiliary pay-
load volume limitations as illustrated, while providing
service during the station keeping mode to much larger
communication satellites having a mass of up to 15 times
more than the service satellite itself. If desired, a motor
can be provided to permit thruster boom to open to one
of several pre-selected angles.
[0066] Reference is made to Fig. 9, which schemati-
cally illustrates the location and directions of operation
of thruster 8010 and balance thruster 8022, according to
embodiments of the present invention. According to em-
bodiments of the present invention, the mass and volume
of service satellite 8000 is, on an average, an order of
magnitude smaller than that of the serviced satellite, so
the joint center of gravity (jCoG) of the tandem is very
close to the center of gravity (CoG) of the serviced sat-
ellite alone. Thruster 8010 is located DTHRST_ARM away
fromjCoG point. Balance thruster 8022 is located
DBAL_ARM away from jCoG to the same direction of
DTHRST_ARM. As seen in Fig. 9, DBAL_ARM is longer than
DTHRST_ARM. Therefore, in order to maintain zero angular
moment about jCoG as a center of rotation, the compo-
nent 8022B of balance thrust 8022A perpendicular to lon-
gitudinal line 8002 passing through the jCoG point must
be smaller than the component of portion 8010A of thrust
8010 that balances it. Thrust 8010 may be directed, within
the plane of the page, slightly off a right angle with respect
to longitudinal line 8002. Thrust 8010 may be decom-
posed into a first component 8010A, perpendicular to line
8002 and directed to South, and a second component
8010B, parallel to line 8002 and directed towards jCoG.
Balance thrust 8022A may be decomposed into first com-
ponent 8022B, perpendicular to line 8002 and directed
to North, and a second component 8022C, parallel to line
8002 and directed away from jCoG. The magnitude of
8010B may be equal to that of 8022C and, being in op-
posite directions, they may cancel each other mutually.

The net vector sum of 8010A and 8022A is vector 8030.
Since the magnitude of 8022B is set to cancel rotational
moment about the jCoG point, the operation of vector
8030 may be presented as acting directly on the jCoG
point. In the example of Fig. 9, it acts in the South direc-
tion. It will be appreciated that since thrust vectors 8010
and 8022A act within a plane which also includes the
jCoG point, the resulting movement of the combination
of service satellite 8000 and the serviced satellite 8040
is only to the South, and no rotational movements in the
plane of the page or perpendicular to the plane of the
page are incurred. It will be appreciated that the arrange-
ment presented above is designed since it is expected
that compensation for the angular momentum of the com-
bination of two satellites could not be handled solely by
momentum wheels, even large and heavy momentum
wheels.
[0067] According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, the balancing thrust 8022A should be as small as
possible, to leave a maximum net thrust 8030 to perform
the station keeping mission. Accordingly, the balance
thruster should be as far from serviced satellite 8040 as
possible in order to amplify its resulting moment. To allow
such a long distance in a micro satellite, such as satellite
8000, arm 8020 holds the balancing thruster on its end,
far from the thruster 8010, preferably at least double the
distance from jCoG point. The balancing thrust 8022B is
therefore about half that of thrust 8010A, resulting in a
net N-S thrust of about half that of the main thrust. The
balancing thrust may be adjusted by a control system
(not shown) relying on, for example, feedback move-
ment/rotational sensors indicating the resulting move-
ments, until the torque about the j CoG point in the plane
of the page, in the example of Fig. 9, drops down to zero,
or at least to a level that can be handled by attitude control
equipment. Preferably, balance thruster arm is deployed
already during in-orbit tests prior to docking, so as not to
interfere with the docking process.
[0068] Whether to apply the daily thrust north-wise or
south-wise is a mission-related system decision and de-
pends on the sun’s gravitational pull, which is towards
the north from March 21st till September 21st, and to-
wards the south during the second half of the year. Fur-
thermore, the timing of activation is always when the sat-
ellite is close to one of the orbital nodes, either the as-
cending node (AN), defined as the south-to-north equa-
torial crossing, or the descending node (DN), defined as
the north-to-south equatorial crossing. This permits a sin-
gle thruster, which always fires in the same direction, to
change inclinations both in the north and south directions.
Alternatively, the service satellite can be rotated through
a yaw angle of 180° in order to provide the necessary
thrust in the flight direction throughout the year.
[0069] As presented in Fig. 9 and in the following draw-
ings, it will be assumed that the net required thrust should
be directed to the South. The amount of energy and pow-
er required for applying daily S/N corrections is rather
considerable, especially taking into account that the
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mass of the serviced satellite 8040 is much larger than
that of service satellite 8000. Therefore, using electrical
(e.g., ion) thrusters is a useful, effective solution, espe-
cially where a relatively large amount of electricity can
be directed to the thrusters.
[0070] In order to perform an E/W correction, it is not
necessary to provide one or two additional thrusters, as
depicted with respect to the N/S location corrections.
Since the energy, power and duration required for per-
forming E/W are much smaller, advantage may be taken
of the rotational symmetry of the interface ring 8042 of
the serviced satellite 8040. Reference is made to Fig.
10, which schematically illustrates performing E/W orbital
corrections of a serviced satellite, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention. Service satellite 8000 and
the serviced satellite 8040 are viewed in Fig. 10 along
their longitudinal axes, shown in their N/S - E/W plane.
In the same way as described with regard to Fig. 9, a net
vector 8030 may be produced by proper operation and
direction of thruster 8010A and balance thruster 8022A,
acting in the Na-Ze/N-S plane with zero rotational mo-
ment about jCoG point. As seen in Fig. 10, the relative
position of service satellite 8000 may be changed with
respect to the serviced satellite 8040 so that the plane in
which net thrust vector 8030 acts is rotated, in the N-S/E-
W plane, slightly away from the N-S plane, by an angle
γOFF_S/N. Due to this offset from the S-N plane, thrust
vector 8030 may be decomposed into a main component
10010A and an E/W component 10010B. Since γOFF_S/N
is relatively very small, up to 3 degrees, main component
10010A, acting in the South direction in the example of
Fig. 10, is much larger than the E-W component 10010B,
acting in the E-W directions, as is proper, since typically
the E-W corrections are much smaller and less frequent.
The exact ratio between the required N-S corrections and
the required E-W corrections depends on the specific
serviced satellite and the designated longitude slot as-
signed to it. In order to enable service satellite 8000 to
service any serviced satellite in the range, the service
satellite must be enabled to set the value of angle
γOFF_S/N to any desired value. This may easily be done
by gentle corrections of the relative rotational position of
service satellite 8000 with respect to the serviced satellite
8040 using, for example, momentum wheels, as is known
in the art, in order to control the rotational angle of service
satellite 8000 prior to docking onto the serviced satellite,
or during serving its station keeping mission, as may be
needed.
[0071] The re-orbiting phase will now be described, for
moving a spent satellite from GEO to a graveyard orbit.
This stage uses all parameters that were gathered during
the post docking measurements performed in the station
keeping stage. This will ensure precise operation of the
thrusters. The service satellite will move the serviced sat-
ellite to graveyard orbit (230 to 300 km above the GEO
belt). This maneuver will be done mainly using the Zenith
electric thruster 101. In general terms, the method in-
cludes changing a thrusting direction of the docked serv-

ice satellite and serviced satellite, then firing a thruster
to create a thrusting vector to propel the docked service
satellite and serviced satellite in the changed direction
of flight. Alignment of the thrusters is adjusted so that a
thrusting vector passes through the joint center of gravity
of the service satellite and the serviced satellite. When
the docked service satellite and serviced satellite reach
a desired orbital slot, the service satellite un-docks from
the serviced satellite and can be directed to the next serv-
iced satellite. More specifically, the re-orbiting phase will
start with a pitch maneuver eastwards to a GTO orienta-
tion that will be performed by the serviced satellite’s at-
titude control system. Afterwards, the service satellite will
initiate a full throttle maneuver using its zenith electrical
thruster. At the end of this stage both satellites will reach
graveyard at a pre-chosen longitude. Minor adjustments
can be made to maintain the serviced satellite in the de-
sired orbit. While both satellites are located at the grave-
yard orbit, the service satellite will slowly open its gripping
arms, first to loosen the tightening, and later, when the
serviced satellite is stable, the arms will fully open to com-
pletely separate from the serviced satellite. After the sep-
aration, the service satellite will return to a vacant slot in
the GEO belt, to wait there for the next service mission.
[0072] The de-orbiting will now be described, for re-
moving a serviced satellite from LEO by pushing it down
into the atmosphere to burn or fall to Earth. Parameters
gathered during prior maneuvers of the serviced satellite
by the service satellite help to plan and ensure the precise
de-orbiting maneuver to avoid any safety issues related
to atmosphere re-entry. In general, the method involves
changing a thrusting direction of the docked service sat-
ellite and serviced satellite and firing a thruster to create
a thrusting vector to propel the docked service satellite
and serviced satellite in the changed direction. Alignment
of the thrusters is adjusted so that a thrusting vector pass-
es through a joint center of gravity of the service satellite
and the serviced satellite. When the docked service sat-
ellite and serviced satellite reach a desired longitude, the
thrusters of the service satellite are fired to slow down
the docked satellites. When they reach a fall trajectory,
the service satellite un-docks from the serviced satellite
and returns to a selected orbit. More specifically, first,
the service satellite will push the serviced satellite as nec-
essary according to the planned de-orbiting location to
bring it into the right inclination, and then wait to reach
the right longitude. As it approaches the planned location
for de-orbiting, the tandem will change its attitude, either
using the propulsion system of the service satellite or by
the momentum wheels of the serviced satellite, so the
main pushing thruster of the service satellite is directed
in the trajectory course. At the planned time, the service
satellite will actuate a suitable braking thrust and, right
afterwards, will separate from the serviced satellite. The
serviced satellite will deorbit as planned, while the service
satellite can shift back its attitude and thrust again to re-
turn to service orbit for the next mission.
[0073] When the structure and loading of the serviced
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satellite places its CoG out of the thrust plane drawn when
the service satellite is aligned with the serviced satellite
(i.e., when their longitudinal axes coincide), exertion of
thrust may cause undesired angular movement of the
serviced satellite. Angular movements may also be
caused by misalignment of thrusters, or misalignments
of thrust vectors due to thruster wear out. In order to
overcome these undesired rotational movements or tor-
ques without overuse momentum balance by, e.g., reac-
tion wheels or counter-thrusts, the extension of each of
the gripping arms, such as arms 404 of Figs. 4A to 4E,
may be set so that the service satellite gains a certain
angular posture relative to the serviced satellite. Thus,
the thrust plane will pass through the actual jCoG of the
combination of the service satellite and the serviced sat-
ellite, as is explained with respect to Figs. 6A - 6C.
[0074] It will be appreciated that changing the thrust
direction can be implemented by actuating momentum
wheels of the serviced satellite. Alternatively changing
the thrust direction can be implemented by means of the
secondary propulsion system, i.e., a plurality of thrusters
disposed about the service satellite body.
[0075] While the invention has been described here-
inabove with regard to docking onto the interface ring of
a serviced satellite, it will be appreciated that, alterna-
tively, the service satellite can dock to another selected
target element which is part of the serviced satellite, with
appropriate structural adjustments.
[0076] While certain features of the invention have
been illustrated and described herein, many modifica-
tions, substitutions, and changes will now occur to those
of ordinary skill in the art. It is, therefore, to be understood
that such modifications and changes fall within the scope
of the claims.

Claims

1. A service satellite (100) having a satellite body (110),
a controller and a docking unit, the docking unit com-
prising:

at least two foldable, adjustable gripping arms
(204, 204’) pivotally mounted on the satellite
body (110), each gripping arm (204, 204’) being
pivotable relative to the satellite body (110); and
a gripping end (204H) at each free end of the
gripping arms (204, 204’), wherein the gripping
ends are configured to capture and grip a target
portion of an orbiting satellite;
each gripping arm (204, 204’) being controllable
independently by the controller, wherein the
controller is configured to coordinate motion of
the gripping arms; characterised in that each
gripping arm (204, 204’) is formed of a multiple
bar linkage pivotally mounted on the satellite
body (110), the multiple bar linkage including:

a first and second crank (204C, 204D) piv-
otally mounted on the satellite body (110);
an operational rod (204A) comprising at one
end the gripping end (204H), and being piv-
otally mounted at its other end to the first
crank (204C), and being pivotally mounted
at another location along its length to the
second crank (204D); and
a motor on one pivot, coupled to the con-
troller.

2. The service satellite (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the target portion is an interface ring (412)
for interfacing with a launcher, and each gripping end
(204H) is configured to grip the interface ring (412).

3. The service satellite (100) according to claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein each gripping end (404A) includes
a recess (404B) for gripping the target portion.

4. The service satellite (100) according to claim 3, fur-
ther comprising a target portion sensor disposed in
the recess (404B).

5. The service satellite (100) according to any one of
the preceding claims, wherein the controller is con-
figured to actuate the gripping arms (204, 204’) to
move to a gripping position at a selected distance
from one another so as to grip the target portion.

6. The service satellite (100) according to claim 3,
wherein the gripping end (1122) includes a spring-
loaded guiding hook (1130) mounted in the recess
(1126),
the hook (1130) being adapted and configured for
engaging and guiding the recess (1126) in the grip-
ping end (1122) onto the target portion, to capture
and grip the target portion.

7. The service satellite (100) according to any one of
the preceding claims, wherein the gripping end
(414A) is attached to the gripping arm (414) via a
spherical joint (414C), allowing three degrees of free-
dom in relative angles measured between the grip-
ping arm (414) and the gripping end (414A) in three
perpendicular planes.

8. The service satellite (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the operational rod (204A) is pivotally
mounted on a stationary rod (204B) affixed to the
body (110) of the satellite (100).

9. The service satellite (100) according to any one of
the preceding claims, wherein the docking unit (102,
202) is mounted on a side of the service satellite
(100) opposite a main thruster.

10. The service satellite (100) according to claim 3,
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wherein a profile of the recess (414B) in the gripping
end converges from a large gap in the middle to-
wards small gaps on the sides.

11. The service satellite (100) according to any one of
the preceding claims, further comprising a propul-
sion unit (105) comprising:

a main propulsion system including:

a first thruster (103) mounted adjacent a Na-
dir end of the satellite body, and
a balance thruster (107) mounted on a bal-
ance thruster arm (113), the balance thrust-
er (107) being distanced from the first thrust-
er (103) and facing a different direction than
the first thruster (103); and

means for aligning the thrusters so that a thrust-
ing vector passes through a joint center of grav-
ity of the service satellite and the serviced sat-
ellite,
preferably wherein the first thruster (103) is
mounted on a swivel arm and arranged to alter-
nately adopt one of two positions - a first position
for propulsion in a flight direction and a second
position for station keeping, and/or the balance
thruster arm (113) is stowable and deployable.

12. The service satellite (100) according to claim 11,
wherein the main propulsion system further includes
a third thruster (101) disposed in a Zenith end of the
satellite for propulsion in the flight direction,
preferably wherein said first (103), balance (107),
and third (101) thrusters are arranged for substan-
tially simultaneous firing.

13. The service satellite according to claim 11 or claim
12, further comprising a secondary propulsion sys-
tem including a plurality of electric propulsion thrust-
ers disposed about the body of the service satellite,
preferably wherein the thrusters in the main propul-
sion system are electric thrusters, ion thrusters,
and/or resistor jet thrusters.

Patentansprüche

1. Wartungssatellit (100), welcher einen Satellitenkör-
per (110), eine Steuerung und eine Andockeinheit
aufweist, wobei die Andockeinheit umfasst:

wenigstens zwei klappbare Greifarme (204,
204’), welche schwenkbar an dem Satellitenkör-
per (110) montiert sind, wobei jeder Greifarm
(204, 204’) in Bezug auf den Satellitenkörper
(110) schwenkbar ist; und
ein Greifende (204H) an jedem freien Ende der

Greifarme (204, 204’), wobei die Greifenden da-
zu eingerichtet sind, einen Zielabschnitt eines
umlaufenden Satelliten einzufangen und zu
greifen;
wobei jeder Greifarm (204, 204’) unabhängig
durch die Steuerung steuerbar ist, wobei die
Steuerung dazu eingerichtet ist, eine Bewegung
der Greifarme zu koordinieren;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
jeder Greifarm (204, 204’) aus einem Mehrstab-
gestänge gebildet ist, welches an dem Satelli-
tenkörper (110) montiert ist, wobei das Mehr-
stabgestänge umfasst:

einen ersten und einen zweiten Hebel
(204C, 204D), welche schwenkbar an dem
Satellitenkörper (110) montiert sind;
eine operative Stange (204A), welche an ei-
nem Ende das Greifende (204H) umfasst
und welche an ihrem anderen Ende
schwenkbar an dem ersten Hebel (204C)
montiert ist und an einer anderen Stelle ent-
lang ihrer Länge schwenkbar an dem zwei-
ten Hebel (204D) montiert ist; und
einen Motor an einem Gelenk, welcher mit
der Steuerung gekoppelt ist.

2. Wartungssatellit (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Zielabschnitt ein Schnittstellenring (412) zum An-
koppeln an eine Trägerrakete ist und jedes Greifen-
de (204H) dazu eingerichtet ist, den Schnittstellen-
ring (412) zu greifen.

3. Wartungssatellit (100) nach Anspruch 1 oder An-
spruch 2, wobei jedes Greifende (404A) eine Aus-
nehmung (404B) zum Greifen des Zielabschnitts
umfasst.

4. Wartungssatellit (100) nach Anspruch 3, ferner um-
fassend einen Zielabschnittsensor, welcher in der
Ausnehmung (404B) angeordnet ist.

5. Wartungssatellit (100) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei die Steuerung dazu einge-
richtet ist, die Greifarme (204, 204’) derart zu betä-
tigen, dass sie sich in einem ausgewählten Abstand
voneinander zu einer Greifposition bewegen, um
den Zielabschnitt zu greifen.

6. Wartungssatellit (100) nach Anspruch 3, wobei das
Greifende (1122) einen federbelasteten Führungs-
haken (1130) umfasst, welcher in der Ausnehmung
(1126) montiert ist, wobei der Haken (1130) dafür
angepasst und dazu eingerichtet ist, die Ausneh-
mung (1126) in dem Greifende (1122) in Eingriff zu
nehmen und an den Zielabschnitt zu führen, um den
Zielabschnitt einzufangen und zu greifen.
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7. Wartungssatellit (100) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei das Greifende (414A) an dem
Greifarm (414) über ein Kugelgelenk (414C) ange-
bracht ist, welches in zwischen dem Greifarm (414)
und dem Greifende (414A) in drei rechtwinkligen
Ebenen gemessenen relativen Winkeln drei Frei-
heitsgrade ermöglicht.

8. Wartungssatellit (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
operative Stange (204A) schwenkbar an einer stati-
onären Stange (204B) montiert ist, welche an dem
Körper (110) des Satelliten (100) befestigt ist.

9. Wartungssatellit (100) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei die Andockeinheit (102, 202)
an einer einem Haupttriebwerk entgegengesetzten
Seite des Wartungssatelliten (100) montiert ist.

10. Wartungssatellit (100) nach Anspruch 3, wobei ein
Profil der Ausnehmung (414B) in dem Greifende von
einem großen Spalt in der Mitte zu kleinen Spalten
an den Seiten konvergiert.

11. Wartungssatellit (100) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, ferner umfassend eine Vortriebsein-
heit (105), umfassend:

ein Hauptvortriebssystem, umfassend:

ein erstes Triebwerk (103), welches be-
nachbart zu einem Nadir-Ende des Satelli-
tenkörpers montiert ist, und
ein Ausgleichstriebwerk (107), welches an
einem Ausgleichstriebwerksarm (113)
montiert ist,

wobei das Ausgleichstriebwerk (107) von dem
ersten Triebwerk (103) beabstandet ist und in
eine andere Richtung weist als das erste Trieb-
werk (103); und
Mittel zum derartigen Ausrichten der Triebwer-
ke, dass ein Triebwerksvektor durch einen ge-
meinsamen Schwerpunkt des Wartungssatelli-
ten und des gewarteten Satelliten verläuft,
vorzugsweise wobei das erste Triebwerk (103)
an einem Schwenkarm montiert ist und derart
eingerichtet ist, dass es abwechselnd eine von
zwei Positionen einnimmt - eine erste Position
für einen Vortrieb in einer Flugrichtung und eine
zweite Position für eine Lageerhaltung,
und/oder der Ausgleichstriebwerksarm (113)
verstaubar und entfaltbar ist.

12. Wartungssatellit (100) nach Anspruch 11, wobei das
Hauptvortriebssystem ferner ein in einem Zenith-En-
de des Satelliten angeordnetes, drittes Triebwerk
(101) für einen Vortrieb in der Flugrichtung umfasst,
vorzugsweise wobei das erste (103), das Aus-

gleichs- (107) und das dritte (101) Triebwerk für ein
im Wesentlichen gleichzeitiges Zünden eingerichtet
sind.

13. Wartungssatellit nach Anspruch 11 oder Anspruch
12, ferner umfassend ein sekundäres Vortriebssys-
tem, welches eine Mehrzahl elektrischer Vortriebs-
triebwerke umfasst, welche um den Körper des War-
tungssatelliten herum angeordnet sind,
vorzugsweise wobei die Triebwerke in dem Haupt-
vortriebssystem elektrische Triebwerke, Ionentrieb-
werke und/oder Widerstandsstrahltriebwerke sind.

Revendications

1. Satellite (100) de service ayant un corps (110) de
satellite, un dispositif de commande et une unité
d’amarrage, l’unité d’amarrage comprenant :

au moins deux bras de saisie (204, 204’) plia-
bles, ajustables, montés de manière pivotante
sur le corps (110) de satellite, chaque bras de
saisie (204, 204’) pouvant être pivoté par rapport
au corps (110) de satellite ; et
une extrémité de saisie (204H) à chaque extré-
mité libre des bras de saisie (204, 204’), dans
lequel les extrémités de saisie sont configurées
pour capturer et saisir une partie cible d’un sa-
tellite en orbite ;
chaque bras de saisie (204, 204’) pouvant être
commandé de manière indépendante par le dis-
positif de commande, dans lequel le dispositif
de commande est configuré pour coordonner un
mouvement des bras de saisie ; caractérisé en
ce que chaque bras de saisie (204, 204’) est
constitué d’une tringlerie à plusieurs barres
montée de manière pivotante sur le corps (110)
de satellite, la tringlerie à plusieurs barres
comportant :

une première et une seconde biellette
(204C, 204D) montées de manière pivotan-
te sur le corps (110) de satellite ;
une tige de fonctionnement (204A) compre-
nant à une extrémité l’extrémité de saisie
(204H), et étant montée de manière pivo-
tante à son autre extrémité sur la première
biellette (204C), et étant montée de manière
pivotante à un autre emplacement le long
de sa longueur sur la seconde biellette
(204D) ; et
un moteur sur un pivot, accouplé au dispo-
sitif de commande.

2. Satellite (100) de service selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la partie cible est un anneau d’interface
(412) pour assurer l’interface avec un lanceur, et
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chaque extrémité de saisie (204H) est configurée
pour saisir l’anneau d’interface (412).

3. Satellite (100) de service selon la revendication 1 ou
la revendication 2, dans lequel chaque extrémité de
saisie (404A) comporte un évidement (404B) pour
saisir la partie cible.

4. Satellite (100) de service selon la revendication 3,
comprenant en outre un capteur de partie cible dis-
posé dans l’évidement (404B).

5. Satellite (100) de service selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le dispositif
de commande est configuré pour actionner les bras
de saisie (204, 204’) pour qu’ils bougent jusqu’à une
position de saisie à une distance les uns des autres
sélectionnée, de façon à saisir la partie cible.

6. Satellite (100) de service selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel l’extrémité de saisie (1122) comporte un
crochet (1130) de guidage à ressort monté dans
l’évidement (1126), le crochet (1130) étant adapté
et configuré pour mettre en prise et guider l’évide-
ment (1126) dans l’extrémité de saisie (1122) sur la
partie cible, pour capturer et saisir la partie cible.

7. Satellite (100) de service selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’extrémité
de saisie (414A) est fixée au bras de saisie (414) via
une articulation sphérique (414C), autorisant trois
degrés de liberté dans des angles relatifs mesurés
entre le bras de saisie (414) et l’extrémité de saisie
(414A) dans trois plans perpendiculaires.

8. Satellite (100) de service selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la tige de fonctionnement (204A) est
montée de manière pivotante sur une tige immobile
(204B) appliquée sur le corps (110) du satellite (100).

9. Satellite (100) de service selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’unité
d’amarrage (102, 202) est montée sur un côté du
satellite (100) de service opposé à un propulseur
principal.

10. Satellite (100) de service selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel un profil de l’évidement (414B) dans l’ex-
trémité de saisie converge à partir d’un grand inters-
tice au milieu vers de petits interstices sur les côtés.

11. Satellite (100) de service selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre
une unité de propulsion (105) comprenant :

un système de propulsion principal comportant :

un premier propulseur (103) monté adja-

cent à une extrémité nadirale du corps de
satellite, et
un propulseur d’équilibrage (107) monté sur
un bras de propulseur d’équilibrage (113),
le propulseur d’équilibrage (107) étant à dis-
tance du premier propulseur (103) et faisant
face à une direction différente de celle du
premier propulseur (103) ; et

des moyens pour aligner les propulseurs de fa-
çon à ce qu’un vecteur de poussée passe à tra-
vers un centre de gravité commun du satellite
de service et du satellite desservi,
de préférence dans lequel le premier propulseur
(103) est monté sur un bras pivotant et agencé
pour adopter en alternance une parmi deux po-
sitions - une première position pour une propul-
sion dans une direction de vol et une seconde
position pour un maintien à poste, et/ou le bras
de propulseur d’équilibrage (113) peut être re-
plié et peut être déployé.

12. Satellite (100) de service selon la revendication 11,
dans lequel le système de propulsion principal com-
porte en outre un troisième propulseur (101) disposé
dans une extrémité zénithale du satellite pour une
propulsion dans la direction de vol,
de préférence dans lequel lesdits premier propulseur
(103), propulseur d’équilibrage (107), et troisième
propulseur (101) sont agencés pour une mise à feu
sensiblement simultanée.

13. Satellite de service selon la revendication 11 ou la
revendication 12, comprenant en outre un système
de propulsion secondaire comportant une pluralité
de propulseurs de propulsion électrique disposés
autour du corps du satellite de service, de préférence
dans lequel les propulseurs dans le système de pro-
pulsion principal sont des propulseurs électriques,
des propulseurs ioniques, et/ou des propulseurs ré-
sistoj ets.
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